
Dear skipper

It is my own experience that you get so much information with check in that finally it is very

difficult to remember everything.

For this reason this summary with all important topics you need for opweration of the boat.

Have fun and always the hand's breadth of water under the screw.

Main panel 

Gear in neutral position

Take over on fly bridge

Acivated helm with button 1

QUICK START MANUAL
MOTOR CATAMARAN

FOUNTAINE PAJOT MY 44
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Start
switch on battery switches for both engines. Unlock with E-Key

Gear in neutral position Start               Volvo display

             Confirm with OK

Take over on fly bridge Jump start with battery in parallel
If you have problems with an engine start battery

you can switch the batteries in parallel for starting.

The switch is port engine compartment.

Acivated helm with button 1
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Stop
My recommendation is that start and stop the engines at helm in saloon.

Take over and activate the Volvo controller (mid button 1 - Station)

Control lever          Stop           Lock with E-Key     Battery switches Off

Docking
Parallel berthing

Recommendation is star board side always because you have a quite better view of the boat.

Fix the ball fender to the small cleat at the side of the boat.

Make sure the boat stays parallel. If it turns, stop sideways and turn the boat straight.

Joystick

Generally make small, short movements with the Joystick and watch how the boat reacts.

DOCKING

Acivate with button A -->    DOCKING

De-activate press button A again.

HIGH SPEED

In strong cross winds or currents, a higher speed

could be neccessary

First acitvate Joystick with button A

then press button B --> HIGH MODE 

Deactivate with pressing button B again.

   Acivate helm
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Additional joystick on port side
For a better view, you should have to lay alongside with the port side or when mooring to the rear 

to be able to better estimate the distance to the rear.

The control levers must be in neutral position.

If you previously performed the maneuver with another joystick, you can take over directly.

Acivate with ON/OFF button.

Helm is deactivated

Helm is activated

and docking is ON.

Helm is locked.

   ON/OFF

Speed/Revolutions

The consumption of course depends on wind and sea conditions.

For an economical driving style, I recommend you:

RPM between 2800 and 3200 rpm

With this you can achieve a speed of 15 - 22 kn.
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Garmin Plotter
Language

Dear skipper, I know you feel better if you can set the display in your own language.

Just one request, at the end set English as the language again, so you can help next skipper 

who may not be able to find the setting in the foreign language.

Einstellungen -> Einstellungen -> Sprache

Settings -> Preferences -> Language

Start -> Press start always brings you to the start page

Menü -> Menu brings further settings to the page.

Info -> On screen manuals

Views
Basically, I recommend the chart view on the left and the motor data on the right, since the pages 

are set up for this, but if you want you can do it differently.

Charts

Navigation charts

You can use any chart.

RECOMMENDATION
Left screen, Start -> Combinations -> Alpha Centauri 1

Here you have a large chart to navigate and a smaller one to safely pass shallows.

In addition, the autopilot is integrated and you do not have to switch between chart and autopilot.

If you have selected Auto Guidance, you will also receive information about the distance to your 

destination, arrival time etc.

Large view of charts:

Just tap on the chart and then the symbol that appears at the top right.

Now you have the chart in the large view.

With BACK you come back to the combination card

Radar

If you want you can also use radar, recommendation use the overlay.

Radar overlay, displays radar information on the navigation chart.
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Autopilot/Autoguidance
There are two types of autopilot.

Either just follow the course or you can have a course calculated automatically, which the boat then 

automatically follows.

OneHelm AV, Anzeigen -> Autopilot

Press Engage and the current course is held -> display heading hold.

If a signal is missing, the display appears -> Shadow Drive, but then automatically switches over again.

Switch off the autopilot with the Standby button or by moving the steering wheel.

You can adjust the course by pressing the <1 ° << 10 ° or> 1 ° >> 10 ° buttons.

By turning the steering wheel you can actively change the course immediately.

Activate the autopilot again with pressing Engage.

WAYPOINT, AUTOGUIDANCE -> ZU EINEM PUNKT NAVIGIEREN 

Choose end position with cursor -> Navigate to -> Select options 

Go to oder          to navigate directly to the end position

A direct straight course is shown.

Route to oder          Route with changing courses

A direct straight course but with changes of directions is shown.

Auto Guidance or          Calculated course like in your car.

Select a destination on the chart, the options appear at the top of the screen, 

choose Autoguidance and the course is calculated automatically.

Navigate To

EMERGENCY TURN

If you use the recommended combination card Alpha Centauri 1, you can adjust the course changes 

on the autopilot using the buttons <1 ° << 10 ° or> 1 ° >> 10 °.

By turning the steering wheel you can actively change the course immediately.

You can then reactivate the autopilot by Route To.

ATTENTION: The ship immediately returns to the course line, make sure that there are no obstacles 

or other boats next to you.

If you navigate with the Alpha Centauri 1 chart, tap on the autopilot and then on the symbol at the top right. 

The view is enlarged and you select Follow route.
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AIS
Automatic Identification System

Tap the green triangle symbolizing the ship on the touchscreen. 

Then AIS ship appears at the top of the screen, press it and you will receive information about it.

Note:

You get a collision alarm, but this is unpleaaent when entering the port.

The question comes up, change alarm settings, I always turn off when entering the port.

Don't worry, it will be active again when you restart.

Satellite Images

Menu -> Layers -> Satellite Photos -> Options

Aerial Photos

Select camera icon

        or 

Anchor drag (alarm)

Settings -> Alarms -> Navigation -> Anchor drag

Alarm -> Set radius -> Back

Sonar alarms/Depth alarm

Settings -> Alarms -> Sonar or Menu -> Alarms -> Sonar

Shallow water

MARKING SOS or MOB Location
Hold SOS for one second (page 15 in manual)

Select SOS type

Select OK to man over board location.

Engine and other Views
Showing the views

OneHelm AV, Gauges

View engine and fuel gauges

OneHelm AV, Gauges -> Engines
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Generator
With the generator you can supply the entire ship with electricity.

Depending on consumption, you can work with the service batteries for a maximum of 2 days 

without shore power.

Therefore, charge the batteries for longer stays with the generator!

Switch On

1. Battery switch (Genset) switch on.

2. switch On

3. Start

Switch off in reverse order.

Aircondition
With this aircondition unit you can heat and cool.

However, you must choose this setting before switching on!

with 1 cabel with 2 cabels

Cooling only Heat/Cool

50% Switch on

Switch on

Room Control
SET

Press and wait until setpoint disappears.

Choose temperature.

Wait until Load End disappears.

SEL

With Select you can switch the air conditioning on and off in each individual room, 

you can also select the fan level.

Attention: If you switch off the air conditioning, you must also select SEL OFF in the rooms.

Shore power Generator

Heat/Cool

Switch on
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Black Water Tank
It is located on the bow next to the anchor box.

You can see the level on the mainboard.

I recommend that you empty your tank every day before entering the harbor / bay.

The drain valve is in the maestro cabin before the 

shower. Open the floor hatch, on the right you will 

see the drain valve

The tank works only with gravity and is empty 

within two minutes. 

Check this on the display on the mainboard.

Wassertank und Wasserpumpen
The display for the level of the water tank can be found on the main board and also on the chart plotter

OneHelm AV, Gauges -> Tanks

If it happens to you that the water tanks are empty, you must bleed the Freshwater pump.

It is located in the starboard engine compartment.

There is a small screw on the pump, you can open it by hand.

Wait for water to come, close the screw, switch the pump Off and On on the mainboard.

The same applies to the sea water pump.

Position "Open"
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Hydraulic platform/Tender
On the control panel, you have to turn on Gear.

The controls for the platform are located on the port side.

Please no people when operating the hydraulics on the platform!

When the platform is down use the ladder to get to the boat.

Important
Before you press Down, press Up for 2 seconds.

Lifting the platform

After latching and locking, press the Up button for another 5 seconds.

Fixing of Tender

Use the fixed, red webbing at the front.

Push the boat forward, fasten the webbing and push the boat back until it is taut.

At the back you take the two stainless steel ratchets and brace the boat.

(1) First > Up (2 sec)
(2) Then > Down
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Electric supply
With shore power connection you can supply the entire ship except for the air conditioning.

For the air conditioning you need the second cable or use it with 50% power -> see air conditioning.

Battery switch Service (Main Bank) With the digital multi control you can see if the 

must be switched On shore power supply actually works. 

Mains on lights up.

The switch for the lighting of the control panel and the display instruments is at the bottom right -> 

Instruments (Back Light)

Inverter

The boat is equipped with two 230 V inverters.

Inverter 3000 W

So you have 230 V at all sockets even with battery supply.

Also supplies the right induction hob (left only with shore power or generator)

Please do not change any settings and always leave the switch on!
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Inverter for fridge

This has its own converter only for the refrigerator alone and is therefore always available.

Please use the leather strap to lock it, otherwise the door can open in waves.

Icemaker

If it is not switched on, it takes some time until ice cubes are produced.

You can choose between crash ice and ice cubes.

Tip:

Make sure that the freezer compartment door is always locked properly, otherwise all the ice

melts into a lump and ice is no longer pumped.

If this happens, carefully remove the ice bucket and manually crush the ice outside.

Put it back in the container and you can use it again.
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Flybridge
The couch is perfect. You can use it as you want, flat or with the back part upright.

It is only important that you put the supports in the

the front area of the bracket, otherwise

the fabric is damaged.

Anchoring
Release the anchor chain lock on the front of the cleat.

"Gear" must be switched on on the main control panel.

In the anchor box is a remote control that you can use to lower and raise the anchor.

There is also a remote control at the steering position on the flybridge, which also has one

Anchor counter with which you can see the length of the anchor chain.

Crow's Foot (Hahnepot)

In the right front hatch on the bow you will also find a Crow's Foot.

Use it when you are at anchor to reduce floating.
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Safety

Bilge pumps

Electric bilge pumps

The boat has several automatic bilge pumps. The switches are located on the main control panel.

Important: switch position ON -> automatic mode.

Manual bilge pumps

This is under the table

in the box for the life raft.

Connect the hose and give

the open end in the area of

needs to be drained.

Start pumping!

Pharmacy

In the saloon at the front on the left under the lid.

Life Raft

Remove the table on the aft deck - it is only stuck - underneath is the life raft.

Life jackets

Are in every cabin and in the box directly at the exit to the master cabin.

Fire extinguishers, fire blankets

Are in the saloon table in the small part.

Signal rockets

Are located in the saloon behind the driver's seat.

Lifelines

Attached to the Rehling on both sides. 15/16



Miscellaneous

Tender

An emergency rudder is under the

bench next to the fuel tank.

Regular gasoline used

Safe

In the master cabin you will find a safe in which you can store valuables.

Programming the code:

- Open the safe

- Press the red button on the inside of the door

- 2 beeps sound and the yellow LED lights up

- enter between 3 and 8 digits within 20 seconds

- Confirmation with the <B> key

Open

- Enter the code and confirm with the <B> key

- turn the handle to the right within 5 seconds

Covers

If it rains please use the covers for the control panel on the Fly and

the grill station.

Ball fender

Please use the ball fenders when mooring.

The bathing platform is the most critical point when mooring, 

you can avoid many problems with it.

Be sure to use the cleat at the end of the boat.
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